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1.  Fiscal Discipline: limits to budgetary deficits
2.  Public Expenditure Priorities: redirect expenditure toward building human
capital and infrastructure
3.  Tax Reform: broaden tax base and cut marginal tax rates
4.  Financial Liberalisation: abolish interest rate controls
5.  Exchange Rates: introduce unified and competitive exchange rates
6.  Trade Liberalisation: replace quantitative restrictions by tariffs and
the reduce the tariffs
7.  Foreign Direct Investments: encourage and apply national treatment
8.  Privatisation: privatise state enterprises
9.  Deregulation: regulate only safety, environment and financial sector
(prudential supervision)
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Emergence of civil society
1. POLITICAL
    INITIATIVE
2. ADMINISTRATIVE
    INITIATIVE
3. PRIVATE
    INTITIATIVE
4. CIVIC
    INITIATIVES
INITIAL
CONDITIONS
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Government comprises the mechanisms, processes, and institutions,
through which citizens and groups articulate their interests, exercise their
legal rights, meet their obligations, and mediate their differences.
Governance is the exercise of economic, political, and administrative
authority to manage a country’s affairs at all levels.
Good corporate governance is meant to provide incentives to the board
of directors and management to act in the interest of the company and its
shareholders.
Whether governance is “good” or “bad” depends on the degree of legitimacy,
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